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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Starting with Vol. IV, No. 2, Ufahamu will carry advertisement from individuals and groups - especially publishers, booksellers and institutions - connected with African Studies or African affairs. We hope that in this way we shall continue to keep our increasingly large readership adequately informed on current developments.

Advertising rates can be obtained from the Editor-in-Chief, Ufahamu, African Studies Center, UCLA, Los Angeles, California 90024.

* * * * *


Co-authored by Robert Shaw, a librarian at the College Library, UCLA, and Dr. Richard Sklar, Professor of Political Science, UCLA, this bibliography should prove of value to students of African affairs at all levels of study. Subjects dealt with in this classified work include colonial rule, African nationalism, international relations, and trade unions, as well as other topics of interest and specific African regions. An index to the authors, editors and translators cited is included. The paperbound volume contains 3,951 entries in 206 pages.

Copies of the bibliography may be ordered for $2.50 (postpaid) plus 5% or applicable sales tax for California residents, from the African Studies Center, 10244 Bunche Hall, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024. Checks should be made payable to The Regents of the University of California.